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When Lin Ziming saw this scene, he couldn’t help but smile, and his goal
was achieved.
He knew very well that being an instructor in Xuanyuan three places was
not so easy to do. The best way was to convince them, and now he has done
it.
The next thing is much easier, Lin Ziming has successfully become the new
fighting instructor of Xuanyuan 3rd place.
Moreover, the attitude of these soldiers towards him had undergone a
180-degree change. No one dared to despise him any more, and they were
all in awe of them, and they couldn’t hide their admiration for Lin Ziming.
This time Lin Ziming really completely convinced them. Originally in
Xuanyuan three places, he was respected by strength, and whoever had the
ability was respected.
But after Sun Liang came back to his senses, he was so excited, Lin Ziming
really gave him a great surprise this time!
Originally, he thought that Lin Ziming was just a more powerful master of
the innate realm, but he did not expect that Lin Ziming’s strength had
reached such a terrifying realm. As a fighting instructor, there was no
problem at all!
Then, he also saw Lin Ziming’s coaching ability, especially strong, not only
able to play, but also to teach, it was perfect. You know, many people are
powerful, but their ability to teach others is not strong. Just a scientist who
has a lot of knowledge himself, but if he wants him to teach others, then he
is not necessarily good.
And Lin Ziming is now very strong, and his ability to teach others is perfect.
As for Chang Hongshen, he soon came over to apologize to Lin Ziming, and
his attitude was quite sincere, which made Lin Ziming’s impression of him
much better, and he was no longer hostile to him.
For the next three days, Lin Ziming stayed in the three places of Xuanyuan,
specially coaching these hundred soldiers.
It was only the next day that he realized that the hundred-lai troopers he was
coaching were not the entire force of Xuanyuan’s third place, but only two
of them, namely the third group and the fourth group.
In addition, there are four groups.
They are the first group, the second group, as well as Fangs and Dragon
Blood.
The strength of these four groups is stronger than that of the third and fourth
groups, especially Fang Fang and Dragon Blood, which are even stronger.
If you really want to compare it, it’s like the difference between an ordinary
class and an elite class at an age, or the Olympic class.
And Lin Ziming is the head teacher of the ordinary class.
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After these three days, he has a deeper understanding of the three places of
Xuanyuan, knowing that the three places of Xuanyuan are mainly dealing
with foreign forces and actions in the country. If there are foreign forces,
they will do bad things in the country, and ordinary police cannot solve
them. , It’s up to them to take action.
Over the years, because of the continuous improvement of China’s
international status and the strengthening of its comprehensive national
strength, it has attracted many foreign companies to invest. This is a positive
and a good thing. But at the same time, along with it, many evil foreign
forces began to infiltrate the country.
Like the Connor and the boss behind him that Lin Ziming met before, the
supernatural person is one of them.
Moreover, this category is relatively low-key, and the harm is not so great,
and some of the more evil ones are more difficult to deal with.
The relationship is even more complicated.
Lin Ziming also learned that the three places of Xuanyuan were originally
very powerful, and there were seven or eight masters in the innate realm.
But five years ago, there was a relatively serious evil incident. The three
places of Xuanyuan experienced a fierce battle, which lasted for a full eight
months, and finally ended in victory at the three places of Xuanyuan, and
this evil foreign force was wiped out. Up. But in the same way, the three
places in Xuanyuan also paid a tragic price. Of the eight innate realm
masters, five died, and only three were left!
And these three, two of them can’t stand serious injuries either.
Fortunately, after these five years of recuperation, Xuanyuan’s three places
slowly recovered. Among them, the fangs and dragon blood have all
appeared masters of the innate realm, and they can act independently.
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